
Why Putin Calls Trump If Biden Is The President???

Description

USA: The Biden admin and its intelligence agencies have spent these past months fomenting a story
that a Russian invasion of Ukraine is imminent, regardless of Putin’s reassurances, to the contrary!

Biden or his doppelganger twice stated that they had warned Putin about the consequences of
invading his southern neighbor, financial sanctions!

Join The True Defender Telegram Chanel Here: https://t.me/TheTrueDefender

Someone here is lying!

Real Raw News stated that Putin rejected Biden’s phone calls because he doesn’t think Biden is the
leader of the U.S.

Putin refused Biden’s calls, and he reached out to the admin’s principal adversary, Trump, who
monitors the Russia-Ukraine crisis from his Florida command center, Mar-A-Lago.

“They’ve talked three times in the last 30 days, with Putin initiating each call,” our source said.
Trump and Putin have an amicable, cautious relationship.

“I will not speak with fake leaders, but I will speak with you,” Putin reportedly told Trump.

Putin asked for Trump’s opinion because it would be credible evidence that Biden’s regime was
conspiring with Russian separatists to stage a false flag in Ukraine and blamed Russia for the damage.

When Trump asked for copies of said audio tapes, Putting stated that he couldn’t share the tapes
without knowing Trump’s intentions.

“If those tapes exist and are really real, then we’ve won big time. But I need them in a huge way. I have
to get them authenticated,” Trump told Putin.

“Trump would like to believe Putin but knows he could easily be bluffing. Putin does what’s in Putin’s
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best interest, and he’s not above subterfuge. He’s former KGB. So, he shifted gears; he wanted to
know the disposition of the U.S. military,” our source said.

“President Trump, I understand a significant part of the U.S. military is loyal to you, but many still
support this man Joseph Biden. I’m unclear how, shall we say, this will play out if Biden orders combat
troops to intervene,” Putin said.

“President Putin, I won’t discuss that with you. But I’ll tell you something: If, and only if, I have real
proof of a false flag, you won’t have to worry about that. Our military will not go into an illegal war with
your country. But right now, you have 150,000 troops and tanks, an enormous number, a number I
don’t think you’ve done before, on your border, and that’s your right, but it makes people watching you
want to know just what’s going on,” Trump said.

Putin’s troop buildups were proactive and promised Trump that Russia was taking all the steps to avoid
conflict.

“If war happens, history will not see Russia as the aggressor,” Putin added.
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